
Week beginning Monday 27th April 2020.   
 

Wellbeing when at Home 
 
Dear Families of Withycombe Raleigh C of E Primary School, 
 
We hope that you and your families are all well and we thank you for your continued support 
in keeping your children safe at home during this difficult time. 
 
Hopefully you are managing to find a new rhythm and routine to your day to day lives. 
Having a regular structure to our days but being realistic about expectations we have from 
ourselves and others, will help each day run more smoothly. 
 

SLEEP 
Changes in our routine and/or worrying more, may cause our sleep to be disrupted.  We may 
find it hard to drop off, or wake during the night and have difficulty returning to sleep.   
 

So How Much Sleep Do Children Need? 
 

Approximate hours of sleep needed by primary age children, as recommended by the Millpond Children's Sleep Clinic. 

4 years 
5 years 
6 years 
7 years 

11 hours 30 minutes 
11 hours 
10 hours 45 minutes 
10 hours 30 minutes 

8 years 
9 years 
10 years 
11 years 

10 hours 15 minutes 
10 hours 
9 hours 45 minutes 
9 hours 30 minutes 

 
Recommendations for younger children and teenagers are on the NHS link below. 
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/how-much-sleep-do-kids-need/ 

 
How to Maximise Chances of a Good Sleep? 

 
‘Sleep Hygiene’ is the term used to describe practices to help promote a good night's sleep. 

● The sleeping environment should feel a safe and secure place. 
● Stick to roughly the same bedtime and wake up time. 
● Have a set bedtime routine to help children learn what to expect e.g. bath-teeth-

story/self reading-toilet-sleep. 
● Limit caffeine intake - not only does coffee have caffeine, but tea and many fizzy 

drinks do as well. Limit/avoid caffeine from lunchtime onwards. 
● Avoid large meals before bed but a warm drink of milk may help children to settle. 
● Keep bedrooms at a temperature your child can settle in. (generally 16-20C). 
● Physical exercise can help burn off excess energy but avoid close to bedtime. 
● Limit technology in the hours leading up to bedtime. The light from screens suppress 

the natural hormones in our brains that induce sleep.  
● Try to keep bedrooms screen-free zones. 
● Avoid activities that stimulate rather than relax close to bedtime. Many electronic 

games serve to energise and stimulate and are best avoided in the hours before bed. 
● Practice calm breathing/mindfulness before bed (see last week's letter for ideas!) 

 
 

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/how-much-sleep-do-kids-need/


Sleep hygiene links/references: 
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/healthy-sleep-tips-for-children/ 
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/medical-information/procedures-and-treatments/sleep-hygiene-
children 

 
What if Worry Stops Sleep? 

 
Sometimes it can be hard to quieten thoughts and worries at night. Children may want to talk 
about worries close to bedtime. This is ok if it helps your child but if it only serves to delay 
sleep or adds to a child’s anxiety then it is best to find another way of managing this. 
 
Try to allocate a regular ‘talking time’ or ‘worry time’ each day for your child. Choose a 
time when your child is not tired or hungry e.g. after tea. Keep the time limited to no more 
than 15 minutes. Tell your child it is a time just for them to talk to you about anything they 
want to, and in particular any worries. If it helps, have some pens/paper or colouring to hand 
so that your child has an activity to do whilst talking.  
If at bedtime your child wants to talk again about worries, have a notebook by the bed to 
write the worry down.  Tell them you will talk about it in ‘talking time’ tomorrow. 
 
To help with getting off to sleep or returning to sleep if awake during the night, teach your 
child some of the following strategies.  
Please note they take practice to be successful! (and they can be good for adults too!) 
 

● Calm breathing. By encouraging your child to focus their mind on the in/out of their 
breath, they are less likely to focus on worry. If a thought/worry pops into the mind, 
gently push it away and go back to focusing on the breath.  

● Stare into the darkness - by focusing on what our eyes can actually see when they 
are closed can help reduce other images and thoughts from coming into our minds. If 
other thoughts/images pop into the mind, gently push them away and go back to 
staring at the darkness you can see. 

● Photo of pet or mum/dad/special person under pillow. Let your child choose a 
picture to put under their pillow. Encourage them to think of happy images about 
them. 

● Write worries down. If you can’t stop thinking about something write it down in a 
notebook beside the bed and tell yourself you will look at it tomorrow.  

● Gentle tense/relax exercise. Work through the body from toes to face, gently 
tensing and relaxing muscle groups. Scrunch up toes-relax, squeeze legs together-
relax, make hands into fists-relax, stretch fingers out like a fan-relax, hunch up 
shoulders-relax, scrunch up face-relax and smooth. Follow with calm breathing, 
saying the word ‘relax’ to yourself on the out breath. 
 

With best wishes from, 
The staff from Withycombe Raleigh C of E Primary School 
 

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/healthy-sleep-tips-for-children/
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/medical-information/procedures-and-treatments/sleep-hygiene-children
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/medical-information/procedures-and-treatments/sleep-hygiene-children

